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How human exploitation has reshaped a marine ecosystem
Humans have harvested the sea for tens of thousands
of years, but only in the past few centuries have we
begun to take a big toll on ecosystems. The two food
webs below show predatory relationships among lifeforms in the northern Adriatic Sea. Each web comprises humans, their prey and the prey of humans’
prey, distilled into groups of species.
The webs, produced by Jennifer A. Dunne of the
Santa Fe Institute from evidence compiled by Heike K.
Scientific American Online
Watch a video about food webs at Scientific
American.com/mar2012/graphic-science
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Lotze and Marta Coll of Dalhousie University in Hali
fax, show that as recently as 1800 none of the Adriatic
species groups had yet grown “rare,” or dropped
below 10 percent of their former abun
dance. By the late 20th century, when
a.d. 1500–1800
the global economy had replaced loHuman
cal trade, 10 groups had gone extinct or rare, eliminating them
Mammals, birds
and reptiles
from the webs. —John Matson
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Vulnerability

A complex, tangled web is
robust to changes. Species
loss has degraded the
Adriatic food web in recent
times, paring down the
number of connections
and leaving surviving
species vulnerable.
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Species Groups

Each node represents one
or more species, grouped
by taxonomic similarity, as
well as by habitat and by
feeding style (carnivores,
herbivores, and so on).
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The links between nodes
indicate species groups
joined by predatorprey relationships.
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The vertical placement
of a node represents how
far removed that group’s
species are from basal food
sources—such as kelp,
phytoplankton and dead
organic matter—which
do not consume
other organisms.
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This web includes an
additional food source:
discards from the
fishing industry
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